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Abstract
In our study, we aimed to investigate the effects of anesthetic agent nitrous oxide on
inflammatory and antiinflammatory parameters. Forty-four patients undergoing elective
urological surgey were included in the study. Anesthesia maintenance provided with 1-2
MAC sevoflurane, O2 50%, N2O 50% in 4L/m transporter gase for group 1 and 1-2 MAC
sevoflurane, O2 50%, air 50% in 4L/m transporter gase for group 2. Venous blood samples for
the measurement of IL-6, TNF, IL-10 were taken before the induction of anaesthesia, 60
minutes of anesthesia induction, at the end of anaesthesia and 24 hours after operation. In
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statistical analysis Bonferroni test and analysis of variance at the repeated measures were
used. In both groups serum IL-6 levels was significantly increased in the postoperative period.
Whereas in this period TNF- levels were significantly decreased. The rate of increase for IL6 and rate of decline for TNF- were found higher in nitrous oxide group. IL-10 levels did not
show a significant change in both groups. In conclusion, nitrous oxide showed significant
effect on inflammatory and antiinflamatory parameters. Further detailet studies are required to
evaluate the effect of nitrous oxide.
Keywords: Nitrous oxide, IL-6, TNF-, IL-10

Introduction
Many normal functions of the immune system are depressed after exposure to the
combination of anaesthesia and surgery (1). Surgery and trauma induce alterations in both
immune responsiveness and organ function (2,1) .Impairment of the immune response by both
anaesthesia and surgery is suggested by clinical observations of both the high rate of infection
seen in postoperative patients (3) and bone marrow depression after prolonged exposure to
anaesthesia (4). The principal immunological deficit after trauma and major surgery is
decreased cell mediated immunity from an impaired natural killer (NK) cell response and T
helper (Th)1 lymphocyte development, which probably results in preferential Th2
development (5).
Anesthesia and surgical intervention, leads to the development of systemic inflammatory
response (6). Proinflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin
(IL)-1, IL-2, IL-6, and IL-8 are important mediators of host defense mechanisms and the
systemic inflammatory response and they may be related in part to postoperative
complications (7). Cytokines are a heterogeneous group of proteins, variously termed
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lymphokines, monokines, interleukins and interferons, which act on cell-surface receptors to
regulate and modify cell growth, maturation and repair (5). Cytokines are regulators of host
responses to infection, immune responses, inflammation, and trauma. Some cytokines act to
make disease worse (proinflammatory), whereas others serve to reduce inflammation and
promote healing (anti-inflammatory).
Interleukin (IL)-6 is a pleiotropic cytokine whose actions include modulation of proliferation,
differentiation, and maturation of hemopoietic progenitors and other cell lineages; growth
regulation of certain carcinoma cell lines; and control of cellular metabolic activities.
Recently, a number of clinical studies have described the IL-6 response to trauma, bums, and
elective surgery. Although IL-6 is considered an integral mediator of the physiologic acute
phase response to injury, excessive and prolonged postinjury elevations of circulating IL-6
levels are associated with morbidity and mortality (8).
TNF-α

is a primary inflammatory mediator that is responsible for many physiological

changes such as hypotention, fever, tachycardia, oliguria and changes in consciousness in
patients with septic shock (9) It has been reported that IL-10, a well-characterized natural
antiinflammatory cytokine, regulates the function of several cell types (10,11). The severity of
the inflammatory response depends on the pharmacological effects of anesthetic agents and
duration of anesthesia (6).
Nitrous oxide (N2O; laughing gas) has been widely used in clinical practice for decades
because its effective analgesic properties are achieved at concentrations below those required
for general anesthesia (12). Nitrous oxide is colorless, odorless to sweet-smelling, and
nonirritating to the tissues. It is nonflammable but will support combustion (13). These
analgesic effects, coupled with a rapid onset and short duration of action, have made nitrous
oxide the oldest inhalational anesthetic in clinical anesthesia and analgesia (12). Nitrous oxide
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also interferes with the immune system, and infections following anesthesia are attributed to
this effect. Although controversial, in vitro as well as in vivo studies have revealed decreased
neutrophil motility and chemotaxis as well as impairment of the leukocyte oxidative response
in response to nitrous oxide (14).
In our study, we aimed to investigate the effects of anesthetic agent nitrous oxide on
inflammatory and antiinflammatory parameters.

Materials and Methods
Official approval, dated 15.01.2009 and numbered 2009/01/15, to the effect that the present
study is in compliance with ethical principles was obtained from the Ethical Committee at
Karaelmas University Application and Research Hospital.
44 ASA I-III adult patients who were between 18 and 65 and were to undergo an elective
urological surgical initiative that would last 1 to 4 hours in the main operation room at
Karaelmas University Application and Research Hospital were included in this study between
January 2009 and January 2010. Patients with chronic metabolic diseases, liver failures and
acute anemia were not included in the study. All the patients were applied the standard İM
midazolam (0.07 mg/kg) premedication 1 hour before the surgery. Blood samples were taken
from the patients prior to anesthesia in order to determine their TNFα, IL-6, IL-10 levels.
Before induction, all the patients were applied 5-7 ml/kg Ringer Laktat fluid replacement. All
patients were preoxygenated with 10 L/dk %100 of oxygen for 1 minute. Anesthetic induction
was done with 2.4 mg/kg of propofol and 1 µg/kg of fentanyl. Intubation was done 3 minutes
after 0.6 mg/kg of rocuronium was given as a muscle relaxant agent. Following the intubation,
a high current of 6L/dk was applied for 5 minutes. Maintenance of anesthesia was done with
1-2 MAC sevoflourane in group 1, keeping O2 at 50% and N2O at 50% and with 1-2 MAC
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sevoflourane in group 2 under 4 L/dk carrier gas, keeping O2 at 50% and air at 50% .
Maintenance analgesia need was met in group 2 with 1 mcg/kg/saat fentanyl infusion.
Ventilation tidal volume (TV) was kept at 6-8 ml/kg, I:E ratio at 1:2 and respiratory frequency
was maintained in a way to keep Et CO2 at 35-40 mmHg, which makes normocapnia
possible. FiO2 value was preserved between 30 and 35%. Anesthetics were stopped and
patient was ventilated with 100% of O2 when the last skin suture was begun before the
opration ended. Muscle relaxant was antagonised with 0,05 mg /kg of neostigmin and 0,01
mg/kg of atropine. The patient was respirated by hand after the antagonists were applied and
spontaneous respiration was controlled every ten seconds. In order to determine the levels of
TNF-α, IL6, IL10, blood samples were taken from all the patients at the 60th minute of
anesthesia after anesthetic agents were stopped and at the post-operative 24th hour
Taking samples
After vascular access was obtained, blood samples were taken from all the patients before
anesthesia (pre-operative), at the 60 the minute of anesthesia (intra-operative 60 min.) and
after anesthetic agents were stopped(post-operative 0 min.). After the blood samples were
congealed, they were centrifuged at 3500 rpm for 5 minutes. The serums separated after
centrifuge were kept to be analysed at─80 C.
TNF-α measurtement
The measurement of TNF-α level was done using Serum TNF-α kit (Catalog No: KAP1751:
1 plate, Nivelles,BioSource firmasının TNF Belgium) which is based on solid phase
sandwich ELISA principle.
IL-10 measurement
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The measurement of Serum IL-10 level was done using IL-10 kit (Catalog No: KHC0101: 1
plate, Camarillo, USA) by Invitrogen which is based on solid phase sandwich ELISA
principle.

IL-6 measurement
The measurement of Serum IL-6 level was done using IL-6 kit (Catalog No: KHC006: 1
plate, Camarillo, USA) by Invitrogen which is based on solid phase sandwich ELISA
principle.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical evaluation was done using the SPSS 18.0 program. Descriptive statistics were
expressed as mean±standard deviation for numeric data and as number and percentage for
categorical data. Compatibility of the measured variables with normal distribution was
examined with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Significance test of the difference between two
means was used for the differences of measured variables between the groups. Differences of
categorical variables between the groups were evaluated with chi-square test. Changes in
measured variables in time for the repetitive measurements were examined with single
direction variance analysis. Paired comparisons were done with Bonferroni test when analysis
yielded any differences. Results were evaluated in 95% cofidence interval and statistical
significance was taken as p<0.05.

Results
In this study, blood samples taken from 22 ASA I-III patients (15 males and 7 females) who,
receiving nitrous oxide, underwent elective urological surgical initiative that lasted 1 to 4
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hours in the main operation room at our hospital and who were at an age interval of 17-49
(33.0±1.4) and the 22 patients (15 males and 7 females) who received no nitrous oxide and
who were at an age interval of 21-46 (33.2±1.9) were examined.
No statistically significant difference was found between the groups in terms of sex and age
(p=1.000, p=0.954). Defining characteristics regarding the sexes and ages of the patients are
given in Table 1.

Table-1: Demographic characteristics of the patients

Group 1

Group 2

p

Sex

n

%

n

%

Male

15

68.2

15

68.2

Female

7

31.8

7

31.8

1.000

Age (year)*

33.0±1.4

33.2±1.9

(21-46)

(17-49)

0.954

Group 1: The patients who received nitrous oxide at general anaesthesia
Group 2: The patients who received no nitrous oxide at general anaesthesia
*
The results were indicated as averageSD (min-max) .

The measurement values of TNF, IL-6, IL-10 belonging to the group of nitrous oxideadministered patients at preoperation, intraoperation 60th minute, postoperation 0th minute
and postoperation 24th hours are given in Table 2.
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Table-2: The significance of change in parameters depending on time in the nitrous oxide-administered
patient group *

TNF-
(pg/ml)
IL-6
(pg/ml)
IL-10

Preop.

Intraop 60th

Postop

Postop

0th min

min.

0th min.

24th h.

61.5658.53

37.5646.02

9.665.87

7.974.26

(21.3-553.3)

(13.9-360.1)

(14.9-36.2)

(10.3-30.3)

17.0721.03

13.1526.25

20.3030.97

36.0038.95

(2.0-68.1)

(3.9-125.0)

(4.3-110.8)

(5.6-125.0)

3.763.08

4.192.75

3.892.88

4.743.62

(1.0-15.9)

(1.4-13.4)

(1.9-15.0)

(1.9-17.7)

(pg/ml)
*

p

<0.001

<0.001

0.100

The results were indicated as averageSD (min-max) .

The change in TNF depending on time in the nitrous oxide-administered patient group was
found to be significant (p<0.001). While the statistical difference between TNF levels at
postoperation 0th min. and postoperation 24th hour was not significant, the difference
between levels of TNF was significant at all the other times. The change in TNF averages
depending on time is given in Figure 1.

Figure-1: TNF averages in the nitrous oxide-administered patient group depending on time
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The change in IL-6 depending on time in the nitrous oxide-administered patient group was
found to be significant (p<0.001). The difference between the levels of IL-6 at Postoperation
24th hour and those at all the other times was found to be significant. There was no significant
difference between the levels of IL-6 at other times. The change in IL-6 averages depending
on time is given in Figure 2.

Figure-2: IL-6 averages in the nitrous oxide-administered patient group depending on time

No significant difference was found between times in terms of IL-10 in the nitrous oxideadministered patient group (p=0.100). The change in IL-10 averages depending on time is
given in Figure 3.

Figure-3: IL-10 averages in the nitrous oxide-administered patient group depending on time
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The measurement values of TNF, IL-6, IL-10 belonging to the group of patients who were
not administered nitrous oxide at preoperation, intraoperation 60th min, postoperation 0th
min. and postoperation 24th hours are given in Table 3.

Table-3: Significance of the change in parameters in the group of patients who were not administered
nitrous oxide depending on time*

Preop.

Intraop. 60th

Postop. 0th

Postop.

0th min.

min

min.

24th h.

4.681.82

4.482.41

4.453.11

3.491.42
0.029

TNF- (pg/ml)
(2.4-10.6)

(2.5-13.8)

(2.0-16.7)

(1.5-7.3)

3.000.81

2.520.23

2.990.56

3.593.63

IL-6 (pg/ml)

0.008
(2.0-4.3)

(2.0-3.1)

(2.3-4.2)

(2.3-19.8)

2.541.19

2.141.04

1.820.58

2.422.07

IL-10 (pg/ml)

0.127
(1.2-7.0)

*

p

(1.1-6.0)

(1.0-3.6)

(1.0-10.9)

The results were indicated as averageSD (min-max) .

The change in TNFα depending on time in the group of patients who did not receive nitrous
oxide was found to be significant(p=0.029). The difference between TNFα values at
postoperation 24th hour and the other times was found to be statistically significant. No
statistically significant difference was found between the values at other times. The change in
TNFα averages depending on time is given in Figure 4.
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Figure-4: TNFα averages depending on time in the group of patients who did not receive nitrous oxide

The change in IL-6 depending on time in the group of patients who did not receive nitrous
oxide was found to be significant (p=0.008). In the paired comparisons between preoperation
and intraoperation 60th min., intraoperation 60th min. and postoperation 0th min,
intraoperation 60th min. and postoperation 24th hour, the difference between IL-6 values was
found to be statistically significant. No significant difference was found between IL-6 values
at other times. The change in IL-6 averages depending on time is given in Figure 5.

Figure-5: IL-6 averages depending on time in the group of patients who did not receive nitrous oxide
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No significant difference between times in terms of IL-10 was found in the group of patients
who did not receive nitrous oxide (p=0.127). The change in IL-10 averages depending on time
is given in Figure 6.

Figure-6: IL-10 averages depending on time in the group of patients who did not receive nitrous oxide

Discussion
Responses to a surgical trauma show variations with regard to metabolism, endocrine and
immunity systems. These variations are related to the stimulation of afferent neurons in the
surgery area, secretion of cytokines from the damaged tissue and activation of cellular and
humoral immunity (15). Systematic inflammatory response, though it is a physiological and
protective reaction associated with host defense, may lead to adverse changes in many organs
by stimulating the overproduction of cytokines as a result of tissue damage (8).
Acute phase response trauma develop following a surgical initiative and infection and is
characterized with the production of acute phase proteins (16). Inflammatory cytokines are
known to play an important role in this response. Overproduction of cytokines causes the
induction of adhesion molecules in leucocyte and endothelium cells and lecocyte
sequestration and activation in lungs. These cytokine related reactions may result in systemic
inflammatory response syndrome or multiple organ failure (17).
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Nitrous oxide has commonly been used as an anaesthetic on humans since the nineteenth
century. Nitrous oxide has a longstanding safety record and is generally considered to be a
relatively safe anesthetic. Nitrous oxide is considered as a safe anaesthetic (18). Besides, it
has an influence on the immunity system. In vivo and in vitro studies have revealed that
nitrous oxide causes a decrease in the movement and chemotaxis of neutrophiles (14). Also, it
has been determined that nitrous oxide affects the expression of endogenous sugar receptors
on leukocytes and the cascade of leukocyte adhesion-activation after an anaesthesia which
involves the usage of nitrous oxide (14, 19). However, it has such side effects as
megaloblastic anemia and homocysteinemia. It also brings such risks as atherosclerosis,
thrombosis, cognitive disfunction, neurotoxicity and probable teratogenicity. Increase
intracranial pressure and cerebral blood flow and causing hypoxia, postoperative nausea and
vomitting and probable immunosuppression are some of its known effects(18) . IL-6 is the
most important cytokine that stimulates the synthesis of acute phase proteins in liver cells. It has
such effects as differentiation, proliferation and activation of T cells, antibody production of B
cells ( 20). Plasma level of IL-6 is also thought to be the indicator of tissue damage (21). The
density of IL-6 is low in circulation and may not sometimes be determined. IL-6 begins to
increase 30 to 60 minutes after surgical initiative has started and reaches high concentrations in
2 to 4 hours. This increase peaks at postoperation 24th hour and continues for approximately 72
hours (22). The half-life of IL-6 is approximately 1 hour (8).
Various studies into the effects of different anaesthetic techniques on cytokine levels have
been done. In their study with 35 pregnants, Dermitzaki et al. gave general anaesthesia to 18
pregnants and neuroaxial anaesthesia to 17 pregnants and investigated the effects of
neuroaxial anaesthesia as opposed to general anaesthesia on the levels of serum cytokine.
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They found that serum IL-6 levels were significantly high 24 hours after caesarean section in
both anaesthesia methods (23).
In a study which investigated the effects of different anaesthesia methods on cytokine
response, it was revealed that IL-6 levels in circulation increased in a total hip replacement
surgery postoperatively in both general and neuroaxial anaesthesia methods and this increase
peaked 4 hours after the surgery (24). In another study which consisted of 20 cases of
abdominal histerectomy, comparison of the nitrous-oxide administered group with the
propofol and alfentanyl-administered group revealed that IL-6 levels in the nitrous-oxide
administered group showed an earlier and higher increase (25). It was found IL-6 levels in the
nitrous-oxide administered group to have increased during and after a major abdominal
surgery. This increase showed a decrease on the first postopertion day but it is not significant
statistically. In this study, the peak plasma IL-6 concentration which formed at the end of
surgery was shown to be related to the loss of blood during surgery (26). In a study which
investigated the effects of anaesthesia techniques on immune function and stress response in
radical oesophagectomy patients, IL-6 levels were found to be significantly high in both the
group that was given general anaesthesia with nitrous-oxide and the group that was given
epidural anaesthesia on postoperation 1 and 3 days compared to the preoperation levels
(27).In parallel with the other studies, our study, too, detected an increase in IL-6 levels in
both groups. However, when postoperation and preoperation IL-6 levels are compared, the
increase (211%) in the nitrous-oxide administered group is seen to be higher than that in the
group which was not given nitrous-oxide (119%). This makes us think that nitrous-oxide
activates the production of IL-6. Although our study does not handle the source of cytokines,
increased IL-6 levels suggest that they were released from the damaged surgery area.
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TNFα is an important inflammatory mediator. TNFα is responsible for a host of physiological
changes such as hypotension, fever, tachycardia and oliguria. It also has antigenic activity and
this activity causes secretion of prostaglandin, IL-6, IL-8 and tissue factor-III from monocytes
endothelial cells (28). TNFα is a proinflammatory cytokine which increases blood-brain
barrier permeability and induces the synthesis of endothel adhesion molecules by enabling
inflammatory mediators to be released (29).
In a study which investigated the effects of general anaesthesia and regional anaesthesia on
serum cytokine levels, while a decrease was determined in serum TNFα levels of patients in
the preoperation and postoperation periods, it was not found to be significant (23). In another
study which investigated the effects of general anaesthesia and spinal anaesthesia that involved
the usage of nitrous oxide on stress response in hemorrhoidectomy patients, TNFα was
observed to drop at postoperation 24th hour. However, this is not statistically significant (30). It
was determined that usage of nitrous oxide in general anaesthesia in the rats which were
subjected to brain ischemia reperfusion injury led to a statistically significant drop in TNFα
levels (31). In a study which investigated the effects of epidural anaesthesia on
immunosuppression during abdominal surgery, a significant drop in TNFα levels during surgery
was observed in the group that was given general anaesthesia (32). In another study, a
significant decrease in the production of TNF-α was seen two hours after upper abdominal
surgery started and reached the minimum level at the end of the surgery (33). In our study,
while no change was observed in TNFα levels during surgery in the general anaesthesia group
which was not given nitrous oxide, a significant decrease was seen at postoperation 24th hour.
The drop, on the other hand, in TNFα levels in the general anaesthesia group that was given
nitrous-oxide begins at intraoperation 60th min. and lasts until postoperation 0th min.
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However, a significant change is observed at postoperation 0th min. and postoperation 24th
hour.
And this suggests that nitrous oxide has an impact on TNF-α, whose half-life is approximately
6 minutes, in the first 60 minutes and increases this inhibitor effect during surgery.
Surgical trauma and anaesthesia are related to complex disfunction of the immune system in
which both proinflammatory and antiinflammatory response are activated. The balance that
changes between proinflammatory and antiinflammatory cytokines is thought to represent the
mechanisms that cause immune disfunction during posoperative period (34, 28). IL-10 is
secreted mainly from monocyte and Th2 cells (10). IL-10 is an immunoregulatory cytokine
that functions as an antiinflammatory by suppressing the synthesis of proinflammatory
cytokines (35, 36). It has been reported to play a role in systemic response in infections and
inflammations and be produced during sepsis (37). In a study which investigated the effects of
epidural anaesthesia on surgical stress, Kawasaki et al. observed that IL-10 level in the group
that was given general anaesthesia increased after the surgery started, peaked at the end of
surgery, began to decrease after the surgery and dropped to preop levels on the fourth day.
They put forward that this increase in IL-10 level is related to the suppression mechanisms of
the immune system (32). In a study which dealt with the effects of general anaesthesia and
epidural anaesthesia with nitrous oxide on plasma IL-10 levels in 10 patients who underwent
abdominal surgery, they observed that IL-10 levels began to increase two hours after the
surgery started and peaked at the fourth hour. They showed that IL-10 levels began to
decrease in postoperation period and receded to preop levels (38). In the general anaesthesia
without nitrous oxide, IL-10 levels were observed to increase prior to anaesthesia, at the end
of the surgery and postoperation 24th hour (39). A significant increase was detected in IL-10
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levels, which were checked preoperation and postoperation, of 18 adult patients who
underwent major surgery. In this study in whose general anaesthesia nitrous oxide was not
used, they pointed out that IL-10 increase in the early postoperation period was a protective
mechanism to limit inflammation after surgical trauma (39). In a study on 16 elective partial
gastrectomy patients who were given general anaesthesia with nitrous oxide, it was reported
that IL-10 levels increased during surgery and decreased at postoperation 24 hour (40). In the
study which assessed antiimflammatory profile after surgery, no statistically significant
change was detected in IL-10 levels, which were checked before and during surgery and on
postoperation 1, 2 and 4. days (41).
In our study, while IL-10 levels of the group that was not given nitrous oxide decreased at
postoperation 0 and postoperation 24 hours compared to preop levels, an increase was seen in
the nitrous-oxide administered group. However, the changes in both groups were not found
statistically significant and this suggests that both of the anaesthesia methods do not cause a
significant antiimflammatory change on IL-10.
In conclusion nitrous oxide showed significant effect on inflammatory and antiinflamatory
parameters. Further studies are needed to understand to eveluate the effects of nitrous oxide.
The study of anestesia is a broad topic, and our group intends to investigate further its
mechanism of regulation.
Official approval, dated 15.01.2009 and numbered 2009/01/15, to the effect that the present
study is in compliance with ethical principles was obtained from the Ethical Committee at
Karaelmas University Application and Research Hospital.
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